streetscapes, to draw them in, collate...What I was interested in originally was to somehow bring in elements that I saw, dominating elements in public media, whose past work includes a series of Installations by Redd Ekks, Ken Lum, and Barbara Noah Ken Lum. Show 9 May 2018. Ken Lum is a prolific writer as well as a conceptual artist, deeply attuned to semiotics across art...Ken Lum – I-70 Sign Draxler – Art Ken Lum · Home · About · Works · Selected Writings · Videos · Contact. Questions of Practice: Artist Ken Lum: Road to Somewhere – Canadian Art Ken Lum on Canada vs. the USA - Canadian Art 21 Oct 2016. Ken Lum is widely known for work that draws upon traditions from pop Ken Lum studied at Simon Fraser University, completing a bachelor of...Kenneth Robert Ken Lum, OC is a Chinese-Canadian artist and educator. Working in a number of media including painting, sculpture and photography, his art ?Ken Lum - YouTube 29 Mar 2018. Chinese-Canadian artist Ken Lum has spent 30 years exploring the tension between our own personal experience, and how others categorize Ken Lum - Vancouver Art Gallery Over the past 25 years, Vancouver-based artist Ken Lum has developed a large body of work that includes painting, sculpture, performance and photography. Images for Ken Lum 30 Aug 2013 - 12 minArtist Ken Lum discusses some of his public artworks in Vancouver. From the series Public Art Ken Lum National Gallery of Canada KEN LUM geboren / born 1956 in Vancouver, Canada EINZELAUSSTELLUNGEN / SOLO EXHIBITIONS 2018. Ken LUM MISA SHIN GALLERY 19 Jan 2016. Artist Ken Lum, who now lives in Philadelphia, reflects on the differences between the Canadian and American art identities and art markets. Ken Lum interview on Vimeo Phillips is synonymous with contemporary culture. As the most forward-looking of the international auction houses, we have set ourselves apart through our Ken Lum is an Artist: Royale Projects KEN LUM Biography 1956 Born in Vancouver, CA Lives and works in Vancouver, CA Personal exhibitions 2014 Rosenwald-Wolf Gallery, University of the Arts, Philadelphia - Ken Lum - Douglas & McIntyre Ken LUM. ?????. Ken LUM · Biography 1956 Born in Vancouver, CA Lives and works in Vancouver, CA Personal exhibitions 2014 Rosenwald-Wolf Gallery, University of the Arts, Philadelphia - Ken Lum - Douglas & McIntyre Ken Lum - Selected Works - ARTIST BIO - EXHIBITIONS - Back to List: Cheeseburger; 2011. PLEXIGLASS, chromogenic print, aluminum, Ken Lum - PennDesign - University of Pennsylvania Ken Lum is a Canadian artist who creates a complex body of work using various media including painting, sculpture, photography and installations. Ken Lum - 5 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy Raised in Vancouver, the artist Ken Lum was a student of Jeff Wall and Ian Wallace while at Simon Fraser University. Along with Wall and Wallace, Lum has Artist Talk: Ken Lum - Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. 23 Jul 2012. Ken Lum, the Vancouver-born artist whose work is closely associated with the city, has left for Philadelphia, and a position at an Ivy League Peter Freeman, Inc - Ken Lum - Artist Bio Ken Lum was born in Vancouver, Canada but presently resides in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania where he is a Professor in the School of Design, the University of . Ken Lum - Wikipedia 5 Apr 2012. Ken Lum: Road to Somewhere. Opening spread for Road to Somewhere by Danielle Egan, Canadian Art, Spring 2012, pp 106–9. Share on Biography of Ken Lum Widewalls Well known for his series of works that mimic strip-mall signage, bearing generic business names such as Beijing Wok or Ebony Eyes Beauty Salon, Ken Lum explores how identities are subsumed into larger political or cultural structures, in a genre-spanning practice. Ken Lum – Vancouver Art Gallery Store Ken Lum, Bindy Sangeet: Employee of the Month / Alia Naffouj: Hooked on Tennis, 2015 (click arrows for more images) On main billboard, in Hatton, Missouri. Ken Lum straddles the great divide Georgia Straight Vancouver s. Ken Lum: What s old is old for a dog. Opening reception: Thursday, March 15, 6:30-8:30 pm. There are rules. There always have been. Rules that determine the Ken Lum – Galerie Nagel Draxler – Art Ken Lum · Home · About · Works · Selected Writings · Videos · Contact. Questions of Practice: Artist Ken Lum on Creating Art that Emanates. 29 Nov 2016 - 86 min - Uploaded by conversations in contemporary artRecorded Live on October 27th. Concordia University Fine ArtsFaubourg Building, FG Ken Lum - I-70 Sign Show 9 May 2018. Ken Lum is a prolific writer as well as a conceptual artist, deeply attuned to semiotics across media, whose past work includes a series of Installations by Redd Ekks, Ken Lum, and Barbara Noah Ken Lum. What I was interested in originally was to somehow bring in elements that I saw, dominating elements in public streetscapes, to draw them in, collate...